
Introduction
This study investigates the role saturated fat (palmitate) has on mitochondrial function and insulin signaling in muscle 
cells. 

Conclusions

Saturated fat (palmitate) increased mitochondrial DNA damage, oxidative stress, and 
lowered cell energy levels. 

Saturated fat reduced insulin signaling, showing reduced sugar clearance.
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Intro
Intro

IntroIntro

Intro: Saturated fats cause mitochondrial damage through 
increased oxidative stress, which is associated with 
mitochondrial dysfunction, cell death, and reduced insulin 
sensitivity in immature muscle cells. 

Mitochondrial DNA holds the information for 13 of the proteins 
involved in the electron transport chain, as well as ribosomal 
RNAs, and transfer RNAs.

It is believed that saturated fat leads to damage of the DNA in 
mitochondria, leading to genetically mutated proteins 
produced, thereby creating less functional electron transport 
chain proteins, leading to more reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) generation. More ROS then increases the damage to 
the mitochondrion by doing damage to the proteins, as well as 
damage to the mitochondrial DNA, itself. As damage to the 
mitochondrion continues, there is a reduction in the ATP (cell 
energy) production capability of the mitochondrion. This cycle 
continues until apoptosis (cell death) occurs. This also 
activates stress activated kinases, which impede the ability for 
insulin signaling to occur.  
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Figure 1
The researchers are infecting rat muscle cells with an enzyme that 
repairs DNA known as human-oxoguanine glycosylase (hOGG1) - the 
gene for the enzyme, along with a mitochondria targeting sequence 
(MTS) and green fluorescent protein (GFP) were all part of the 
infectious viral genome. This way, the nucleus will express the 
transfected gene and when developed into a protein, it will have a 
mitochondrial targeting sequence to send it to the mitochondrion to 
enact its role in DNA repair. [A] The data here only shows the 
transfection efficiency (how much of the gene needs to be transfected to 
see its expression). 

Primary Result
- Mitochondria experience a presence of hOGG1.

Take Away: The protein is found in the mitochondria when the cells are 
transfected. 
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Figure 2
[A] The researchers are measuring the amount of DNA damage 
quantified as 'DNA break frequency' with the introduction of the 
control gene transfection (GFP) or the actual gene tranfection 
(MTS-hOGG) in the nucleus and in the mitochondria with 
palmitate (saturated fat) addition at 0.5 millimolar and 1 mmolar 
concentrations for 24 hours. [B] They are measuring ATP (cell 
energy) levels with the control addition (GFP) or the addition of 
the gene (MTS-hOGG). [C] Cell survival/viability with and without 
the gene (MTS-hOGG) in the presence of palmitate (0.5mM, 
1M). hOGG gene is an enzyme that repairs DNA known as 
human-oxoguanine glycosylase.

Primary Results
- Palmitate increases DNA damage. 
- Expression of hOGG reduces DNA damage in nucleus and 
mitochondria. 
- ATP levels are increased with hOGG expression. 
- Cell viability improves when hOGG is present, compared to 
palmitate alone.

Note: Should have had basal, regular media levels of each 
measure instead of just the GFP treated control. Also, this does 
not prove if the effect is from a rescue of the mitochondrial DNA 
or the nuclear DNA. 

Take Away: Palmitate seems to lead to significant DNA damage 
in both the mitochondrion and the nucleus. This can be mitigated 
with the expression of DNA repair enzymes. This also lends itself 
to better cellular energy levels, as well as better outcomes 
(survival) of the cells. 

Figure 3
[A] This data shows the amount of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) produced by the cells with palmitate addition, as well as 
with the transfection of the hOGG enzyme/gene. [B, C] This is a 
stress kinase measure (JNK) that is implicated in reduced insulin 
signaling/sensitivity when JNK is phosphorylated. [D] This data 
shows the amount of caspase and cleaved caspase present in 
the cells - caspase is a cell stress signal that leads to cell death if 
it is cleaved. This data is with and without the addition of 
palmitate (C and P, respectively) and GFP (control) or hOGG 
presence. hOGG gene is an enzyme that repairs DNA known as 
human-oxoguanine glycosylase.

Primary Results
- hOGG presence reduces reactive oxygen species production. 
- JNK is highly phosphorylated with palmitate exposure, yet the 
effect is eliminated when hOOG is expressed.
- Palmitate increases caspase cleavage. 
- hOGG expression eliminates caspase cleavage. 

Note: They, again, should have had the basal levels of ROS 
production to compare palmitate addition against instead of 
assuming palmitate led to an increase in ROS. They did that for 
the caspase measures, but not the other measures. 

Take Away: hOGG expression reduces ROS production which 
may or may not be elevated with palmitate/saturated fats, but 
does reduce cell stress, reducing the push toward cell death. 

Figure 4
[A-C] The data shows the levels of IRS1 phosphorylation and IRS-1 levels with and 
without palmitate addition to the cells, with and without insulin addition, and with and 
without hOGG enzyme expression. [D, E] Same conditions as 4A, but measuring Akt and 
phospho-Akt. [G, F] Same conditions as 4A, but measuring GLUT4 and ATPase (which 
shows localization at the plasma/cell membrane. hOGG gene is an enzyme that repairs 
DNA known as human-oxoguanine glycosylase.

Primary Results
- IRS is phosphorylated with insulin exposure, but palmitate exposure not only reduces IRS 
phosphorylation and IRS levels (possibly same phosphorylation, but reduced total levels). 
- Increased hOGG increases IRS phosphorylation and rescues IRS total amounts. 
- Akt is phosphorylated more with insulin exposure and that effect is blunted with palmitate, 
but rescued with hOGG expression. 
- GLUT4 levels are reduced with palmitate, but highly elevated with insulin exposure. 
- GLUT4 is rescued by the expression of hOGG.

Note: There should be loading controls present for these experiments (much like in 4D), 
and the blots are not clean in 4A or 4G. 

Take Away: Insulin signaling may be blunted by exposure to palmitate, yet this effect is 
rescued when hOGG is present. 
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Figure 5
[A] This data shows the intake/uptake of glucose (blood sugar) 
into the cells when exposed to insulin, with and without 
palmitate and with/without exposure to OGG1 enzyme. hOGG 
gene is an enzyme that repairs DNA known as human-
oxoguanine glycosylase.

Primary Results
- Insulin increases glucose uptake, but palmitate inhibits glucose 
uptake, but not entirely. 
- hOGG expression rescues glucose uptake by the cells 
exposed to palmitate. 

Take Away: Palmitate blunts the uptake of glucose into the cells 
(possibly through reduced insulin signaling shown in Figure 4), 
yet hOGG rescues the ability for cells to take up glucose. 

Discussion

Discussion: This study, according to the 
researchers, shows that palmitate leads to 
mitochondrial damage, mitochondrial ROS 
(reactive oxygen species), and mitochondrial 
dysfunction (reduced ATP). They also show that 
expression of a mitochondrial DNA repair protein 
(hOGG) improves these outcomes within the cell. 

Other studies have shown that insulin resistance 
can be prevented if one eliminates the over 
production of ROS. 

It is believed that several stress sensitive kinases 
(enzymes) are activated by elevated ROS, like the 
kinase JNK; JNK reduces the levels of IRS. Alpha 
lipoic acid seems to reduce the activity of JNK, 
thereby restoring insulin sensitivity in muscle. 
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Discussion

Discussion

kinase JNK; JNK reduces the levels of IRS. Alpha 
lipoic acid seems to reduce the activity of JNK, 
thereby restoring insulin sensitivity in muscle. 
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